
The five pUrva pakshis of वतै�य �करण. 
 
 
In the वतै�य �करण of मा�डू�य का�रका, GaudapAdAchArya seeks to prove the mithyAtva of jAgrat 
prapancha by likening it to svapna prapancha. The logic is that jAgrat prapancha is 
experienceable, just like the svapna prapancha. Anything experienceable is mithyA. Why? In 
order to say something exists, one needs to know it exists first. Without knowledge, the 
existence of the object cannot be determined. To know something, the knower must be present. 
Therefore, all experienced objects are dependent on the knower. Therefore if a thing is 
experienced it is dependent, and therefore mithyA, or ��य�वात ्�म�या�वं. 
 
In other words, जा�त ्�प�च: �म�या ��य�वात,्�व�न �प�चवत.् 
 
On hearing this, five pUrva pakshis arrive objecting to such a definition and proposing alternate 
definitions of mithyA and satya, with a view of proving that jAgrat prapancha cannot be said to 
be mithyA. 
 

1) The first pUrva pakshi says - objects in the waking world have utility, whereas objects in 
the dream world have no utility. Let us say, I dream of earning a million dollars. I cannot 
use that million dollars when I wake up to buy a house. Whereas, the 10 rupee I have in 
my pocket in the waking state, has more value to me than million dollars earned in the 
dream.  Therefore utility is a determinant of reality. To refute this paksha, GaudapAda 
says - I agree dream objects have no use in the waking state, but have you thought of 
the opposite? Objects in the waking state have no use in dream state too! If I am thirsty 
in a dream, drinking water when I'm awake is not going to help. Therefore each of the 
dream and waking world has utility in its own state and no utility in the other state. 
Therefore utility or the lack thereof cannot be a determinant of reality or mithyA. 

 
2) Hearing this, a second pUrva pakshi says that svapna also must be taken as satya. The 

reason is that he doesn't consider svapna as a projection of jAgrat avastha vAsana by 
the mind. He says this because we see extraordinary things in dream that we have never 
experienced in jAgrat. It is a separate unique world that we experience. So svapna 
objects are not vAsana janita, we experience them because they are really there. Since 
advaitins use the mithyAtva of svapna to argue for mithyAtva of jAgrat prapancha, by 
saying svapna is satya, jAgrat is proved to be satya too. 
Gaudapada says uniqueness cannot be taken as a criterion for reality. We do have 
several mental projections unique to us. Whatever we mentally project therefore must be 
real by your argument. This obviously is illogical. So uniqueness cannot be accepted as 
a determinant of reality. 
Irrespective of whether a dream is unique or not, it is dependent on the observer. 
Therefore it must be mithyA. Here a deep idea is conveyed. Gaudapada says that there 
is no objective world as it is - the type of world we experience always depends on the 
type of instrument we use. If we only had eyes and no other sense organ, the world will 



be understood only as rUpa prapancha. If we only had ears, the world will be understood 
only as shabda prapancha. When we have an animal body, the experience will be 
unique to the animal body. Thus there is no objective world as it is - the nature of the 
world depends on the instrument of experience. When a jIva has a devatA sharIra, the 
world he experiences is svarga. Therefore the existence of the world depends on the 
observer. The nature of the world depends on the medium of experience. Therefore 
uniqueness doesn't prove existence, as the uniqueness of experience is based on the 
instruments of experience, not the reality of the objects themselves. 

 
3) Then a third pUrva pakshi suggests another definition for satya and mithyA. He says we 

experience the dream only within our body as we have closed our sense organs. So the 
dream world is inside us, whereas the waking world is external. Therefore let us take 
whatever is external as real, what is internal as unreal. 
Gaudapada says that the dream world is internal only in waking state, whereas the 
dream world is external in dream state. A dreamer while dreaming does not think that it 
is internal to him. It is only on waking up he realises this. So just thinking something is 
external does not make it external really, and therefore we cannot posit externality as a 
criterion for reality. 

 
4) Now a very powerful pUrva pakshi comes. He says we cannot treat jAgrat and svapna 

prapancha the same. JAgrat has a continuous existence, it has some sort of 
permanence. It exists independent of me. Whereas only during anubhava, svapna 
prapancha exists. When anubhava stops, svapna does not continue. Svapna does not 
have continuous existence. This he calls �वयकाल�वं Anandagiri explains the meaning as: 
अनुभव कालेऽ�प अि�त, ��य�भ�ा कालेऽ�प अि�त. Whereas, svapna has  
�च�काल = temporary existence. Experience time is the existence time. 
Gaudapada simply says this analysis is a mistake, but doesn't say why. Commentators 
like Shankaracharya and Anandagiri give reasons for the fallacy in this approach. The 
purpose of our enquiry is the assessment of jAgrat prapaNcha and svapna prapaNcha. 
We want to determine the relative merits of these two. Whenever we want to assess any 
two things, there should be no relationship between the assessor and the things 
assessed, so that there is an impartial assessment. The judge must be neutral. If the 
waker assesses, he will say only the waker's world is permanent, dream world is 
temporary. If the dreamer assesses, he will say dreamer's world is permanent, waker's 
world does not even exist! 
Whichever world we are studying, we are doing so from the point of view of the observer, 
who is part of that world. Therefore any judgment made by either the waker or dreamer 
observer cannot be taken as absolutely true. Hence, Vedanta says that the judgment of 
reality by vishvA or taijasA or prAjna is not acceptable. Only from the standpoint of turIya 
can the right judgment be made. 

5) The fifth pUrva pakshi again makes the same mistake. Being in jAgrat, he analyses 
svapna. He says, dream experiences are fleeting and dream objects are not clear, 
whereas waking objects are very clear for perception. So the pUrva pakshi says 



whatever is clear is real, whatever is not clear is not real. यत ्�प�टं तत ्स�यं, यत ्अ�प�टं 
तत ्अस�यं. 
Gaudapada says that this has the error that the waker is the one judging. Svapna's 
vagueness is only in jAgrat. In svapna itself, everything is clear for the dreamer. Clarity 
or lack of it cannot be a criterion for reality. 
Despite the vagueness of the dream, or the clarity of the jAgrat both are mithyA only. 
Then how come the experiences are different? Difference in experience is not a criterion 
of satya, because all experiences are mithyA. Within mithyA experiences, the difference 
is based on the differences in the organs of experience, the upAdhis = the indriyas. 

 
Thus, we have seen how five pUrva pakshis propose various definitions of reality - utility, 
uniqueness, externality, continuity and clarity - all with a view to disprove Gaudapada’s 
contention that jagat is mithyA. Each of these are skilfully handled by Gaudapada who firmly 
establishes turIya Atma, the observer, as the only satyam, and that everything observed - 
jAgrat, svapna, kArana prapancha - is mithyA. 
 
 


